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Summary 

 
Mumbai field located in the western offshore of India established the hydrocarbon accumulations in the Basement rocks through 

drilling exploratory wells. The field is giant paleohigh of the Precambrian granitic rocks overlain by Deccan Traps at some parts 

and clastics and carbonates over the greater part of the area. 
 

Basement is unique and unconvential in the context of reservoir nature and hence complex to characterize and isolate the areas 

of interest.  It is known hydrocarbon accumulations are seen in the fault zones and its associated interconnected net work of 

fractures by which basically the porosity and permeability are generated. 
 

Well data analysis suggests that wells drilled away from fault zones are devoid of hydrocarbons whereas some wells drilled over 

the structures or close to faults struck hydrocarbons.  The seismic data analysis might suggest the faults and fractures are 

associated with anomalies in amplitude or impedance, which may not be directly attributed to only them as non fractured 

heterogeneities in sub surface could be the source of such anomalies.  Hence, calibration with well data with the seismic 

generated geometric and surface attributes is essential to   arrive at a logical conclusion to infer the effects of faults and 

associated fracture corridors. 

 

Introduction 

 
Mumbai High, a giant structure, principally a multilayered 
Tertiary carbonate oil field, situated in the western offshore 
of Indian sub continent (Fig-1), was discovered in the year 
1974.  The NW-SE trending doubly plunging anticline 
structure with its conspicuous eastern faulted limb is within 
an average water depth of 70m. The structure is further 
evident by an NW-SE trending fault grains forming a 
structural low considered to be the permeability barrier in 
the main L-III reservoir, separating the field into Mumbai 

High South (MHS) and Mumbai High North (MHN) of 
different hydrodynamic systems.  
 
The huge structure   witnessed the hydrocarbon productions 
from the Basement; Basal Clastics; Carbonate layers L-III; 
L-II; L-1, and S-1 sand.  The field has been on production 
since 1976.  

 

Fig-1: Location map 
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Geological Setting 

 
The Western Offshore basin of India is located in a passive 
margin set up.  The entire shelf is split into longitudinal 
strips by a number of basement controlled faults which 

resulted in horsts and grabens.  The largest basement 
uplifted feature is Mumbai High, with Tertiary carbonate 
hydrocarbon reservoir.The drilled well data indicates the 
basement rocks of varied lithlogy consisting of granite 
gneiss, biotite schist, phyllites and basalts. 
 
The studies of different authors bring out the Mumbai High 
as a paleo high with syn-sedimentary faulting. The rifting 

and block movements caused due to extensional tectonics 
gave rise to prominent highs. One such structure, Mumbai 
High, remained exposed till Oligocene times.  Later the 
sedimentary sequences covered the basement rocks by the 
transgressive phases. The weathering due to longer 
exposures, alterations of mineral constituents, faulting and 
fracturing by tectonic processes, might be some of the 
reasons for the development of secondary porosity and 

permeability, and thereby forming a good reservoir. 
 

Present work 

 
The idea is to analyze the work carried out during the year 
2007 (ref-1&2)    on “Basement Oil Exploration” and bring 
out the importance of structure and faults and its associated 
fracturing with respect to hydrocarbon accumulations. 

 

Methodology: 

 
The   study comprises of integration of geological and 
geophysical studies.  Cores at basement (Fig-2) level are 
studied for the litholoogy and fractures and their 

interconnectivity.  Facies identification and derivation of 
petrophysical properties are done through standard log 
correlations.  Geological cross sections are constructed 
along N-S and E-W directions to understand the structural 
disposition at basement level. Generated the structure map 
(Fig-3) to highlight the basement features and their 
disposition with fault net work by correlating the 
corresponding event to the basement on PSDM seismic 

volume.  Faults are identified on vertical sections by taking 
the clue from the discontinuity volume as it helps in 
identifying the faults and stratigraphic features (ref-3).   
Extracted geometric attributes along the basement surface 
such as Dip Angle (Fig-4) which brings out alignments 

besides major faults where dip changes are possible and 
Mean Curvature (Fig-5)(ref-4&5) that deciphers the major 
and minor faults.  Another attribute, Integrated Reflection 
Strength (Fig-6) in a window covering basement, is 
generated to bring out reflection strength variations.  It is 

inferred from the data that low impedance values suggest 
the intensity of faulting thereby fracturing. 
 

 
Fig-2: Core showing the fractures filled with oil 

 

 
Fig-3: Structure map depicting the structural style along with fault 

pattern at Basement level 
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Fig-4: Dip Angle Attribute along the Basement Surface 

 

 
 
Fig-5: Mean curvature attribute along the Basement surface 

 
 

 
 

Fig-6: Integrated Reflection Strength attribute with in window 

21oM covering the Basement surface. Blue color is less 

impedance values and red color indicates high impedance values 

 

Analysis and Discussions 

 
The Mumbai High basement rocks consist of granite, 
biotite schist, phylities and basalts. Hydrocarbon 
occurrences are witnessed in Precambrian granitic rocks 
and Late Cretaceous basaltic rocks from structures and 

faults/fractures.  This paper discusses both these cases by 
illustrating two cases. 
 

Structural case 

 
Anirbid Sircar(2004)(ref-6) , in his general article, while 
discussing the favourable conditions required in basement 
reservoirs, mentions that all basement highs are uplifted 
over a period of time and exposed for a long geological 

time. The sediments much younger deposited in the flanks 
and over the highs provide the source and seal mechanism 
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for basement play. Meaning that the oil generated in the 
flank sediments move to the highs and the overlying 
sedimentary sequence takes care of seal role.  This is 
almost the case with Mumbai High which formed due to 
rifting and fault block movements along NNW-SSE 

trending faults and exposed till Oligocene times (Fig-7 , 8 
& 9). The basement rocks are overlain by Lower part of 
Middle Miocene units and flanked by younger Eocene 
sedimentary sequences, thereby forming a good candidate 
for striking hydrocarbons.  In this case one can observe the 
severe faulting which might have acted as conduits for 
hydrocarbons generated in the adjacent flanks in the 
younger sequences to migrate into the high, thereby 

achieving the success in well A. Apart from faulting and 
fracturing, the process of exposure of   basement rocks for 
long periods might have caused extensive weathering and 
alteration of mineral constituents thereby developing 
secondary porosity. 
 

Faults/Fractures case 

 

 In this case, the presence of faults and fractures are the 
guiding factors to make the basement as a fractured play.  
Mumbai High experienced a lot of faulting due to tectonic 
activity.  These faults have created fractures as faults are 
the fracture drivers.  The earlier figures depict the fault 
patterns. Next the issue is with the fracture porosity. 
Anirbid Sircar (2004) (ref-6) emphasis the point on the 
secondary porosity   as the basement rocks are hard and 

brittle with very low matrix porosity and permeability.  The 
secondary porosity may be due to two reasons, one is 
tectonic porosity due to joints, faults, fractures, etc. and the 
other is dissolution porosity due to solution effects in 
weathering zones or fault zones and effects combined with 
hydrothermal circulation. The basement core data studies 
reveal the fact of the presence fractures. In (Fig-10 & 11), 
an illustration is made by displaying a core where fractures 
are seen and structure map to show the ideal situation for   

Well B. The well produced good amount of oil through the 
fault/ fractures as the well path situated in the fault zone, 
thus becoming good example for the oil occurrence from 
the fractured basement reservoir.  The entrapment model in 
both the cases is same as generation of hydrocarbons taking 
place in the adjacent kitchens and migrated to the nearby 
favorable locales. 
 

 
Fig-7: Geological cross section across Well A 

 

 
Fig-8: Geological cross section showing favourable 

condition at well A 
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Fig-9: Well A drilled over a domal feature shown on 

structure contour map 

 

 
Fig-10: Core at well B showing fractures filled with 

 
Conclusions 

 
 The basement in Mumbai High structure is not too deep 
and occurs in the range of 1600 – 2000 m and hence 
focused and exclusive basement exploration is required as 
the field established hydrocarbons over the structural highs 
and in the close vicinity of the main major fault in the 
eastern side of the field. 

 
The illustrated examples in well A & B clearly bring out 
two different plays. The basaltic flows over structural high 

in well A and role of faults/ fractures in the granitic rocks 
in well B. 
 
Hither to successes are observed in fractured basement 
reservoirs through vertical drilling.  However, the authors 

strongly support the idea of inclined or horizontal well 
drilling to have better understanding of the fracture 
distribution and improve the success ratio. 
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Fig-11: Well B at fault zone on structure map 
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